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Design Review 

You will be required to meet with a TA for a design review shortly after the release of the 
specification. The design review is intended to make sure that your team fully understand the 
specification and has a firm grasp of the solution. This will also give the TAs an opportunity to 
bring your attention to aspects of the specification that you may have overlooked and answer 
any questions that you may have. 



Design Schematic 

For this design review, we expect you to draw a system diagram of your CPU as specified in the 
Checkpoint 1 document. This is to ensure that you do not start blindly coding before thinking 
about the design.  

Your design should be neatly drawn and all wires and register should be labeled appropriately 
by which stage they correspond to. Your schematic should also contain the bus width for each 
wire and register. A well-drawn diagram will make implementing your design in code much 
easier. 

For example, if your wire carries a 32 bit value for the ALUOut of the execution (EX) stage, you 
should label it ALUOutEX[31:0]. If your register holds the 32 bit value for ALUout that will be 
used in the writeback (WB) stage, it should be distinguishable from the wires for example 
(ALUOutWB_Reg or ALUOutWBReg). 

In addition to the wires and registers, your design schematic should also contain the following 
system blocks: 

 Multiplexors 

 Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), and ALU Controller from Lab 2 

 UART from Lab 4 

 Instruction and Data Memory Modules 

 Register File 

 Any blocks used for data forwarding 

 Any blocks used for byte selection and sign/zero extension 

 Any special purpose combinational logic modules that you may need 

Design Document 

You will be required to submit a design document for review for this checkpoint that addresses 
the following aspects of your proposed design. This should not exceed more than 2 pages and 
should be written clearly and concisely. 

Pipeline Stage Design 

 Where are your pipeline stages defined and why did you put them there? 

 What happens in each pipeline stage? 

Hazards 

 What kinds of hazards do you have to take care of? 

 Show a sequence of instructions that demonstrate each hazard and explain why it 
causes an error. 

 What hardware in your design specifically deals with these hazards? 



 Under what circumstances would you need to forward data and between which stages? 

Memory Map 

 How did you implement the memory map? 

 What hardware in your design is specifically used for with the memory map? 

 Briefly explain how to operate the UART in order to send a byte over the serial line in 
the context of memory mapped I/O. 

Critical Path Analysis 

 What modules do you expect to be the slowest in your design (list the slowest 3)? 
Briefly justify your answer. 

 In the ALU lab we did not implement comparisons for the J-type instructions, why do 
you think this is the case? 

 From looking at your design, which modules do you expect the critical path to go 
through? 

Stalling 

 How does your design implement stalling? 

 Under what circumstances would you want to stall the CPU? 

Drawing Your Design 

You may either hand draw or computer generate your design schematic, which ever option you 
feel will produce the cleanest and neatest schematic. Keep in mind that we will be adding to the 
design in future checkpoint. 

If you opt to draw your schematic by hand, we recommend that you tape together several 
sheets of papers to give yourself enough room to draw the entire schematic. 

If you opt to draw your schematic on the computer we recommend that you use Visio to draw 
your design. Libraries for Visio stencils can be found on the course website resources under 
course resources here. Google Docs drawings are also a decent option. 

Checkoff 

You will be required to have a design review of your CPU with your TA no later than Thursday 
October 4th, 2012 at 8:00PM. Your TA will review your design so you should understand how 
your entire design works and be prepared to answer any questions about it. You must have a 
schematic of your CPU at the design review, otherwise you will not get checked off.  

The design document is due at your design review and will be handed in to the TA. You should 
NOT turn in your design schematic, just the answers to the design document questions. Your 

http://inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~cs150/fa12/resources/


design document will be graded on completeness, and clarity. Documents that are not clear and 
concise will be penalized. 

Credit for this checkoff is divided into two parts: 50% design document and 50% design review 
check off. You may get 80% late credit for the design review check off, however there is no late 
credit for turning in the design document. 


